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PREFACE 
With the increasing population of the world comes 
increasing pressures on our forests and rangelands. Areas 
which had once been considered useless are pressed into 
service for the benefit of man. Many of these marginal 
areas are very fragile and at best should be left alone. 
The management of these lands as sustainable natural areas 
or for the continued benefit of man must be considered 
fully, for once they are turned by the plow or reduced by 
the saw, they will never be the same. 
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CHAPTER I 
ABSTRACT 
Little bluestem CSchizachyrium scoparium CMichx.) 
Nash) is a dominant grass and often a key management species 
in tallgrass prairie islands throughout the Cross Timbers. 
The vigor and regrowth potential of little bluestem on 
prairie sites was measured in response to brush treatments 
within the Cross Timbers of Oklahoma. Herbicide treatments 
included tebuthiuron <N-[5-C1 ,1-dimethylethyl)-1 ,3,4-thia-
diazol- 2-ylJ-N,N'-dimethylurea} and triclopyr {[(3,5,6-tri-
chloro-2-pyridyl) oxyJ acetic acid) aerially applied at 2.2 
kg/ha to 32.3 ha pastures in March 1983 and June 1983, 
respectively. Burning treatments were applied in the spring 
of 1984. In 1983, little bluestem plants in the control 
treatment showed a normal total nonstructural carbohydrate 
CTNC) storage curve. Little bluestem plants in the 
triclopyr treatment exhibited more regrowth ability than 
plants in either the control or tebuthiuron treatments. The 
phenological development of little bluestem in 1983 was not 
significantly different amoung treatments. In 1984, TNC 
concentrations were not significantly different amoung the 
five treatments except in early spring. No herbicide 
treatment, either with or without spring burning the 
following year, resulted in any consistant regrowth 
superiority over any other treatment in 1984. Results 
suggest that triclopyr applications may result in improved 
little bluestem vigor and regrowth potential the year of 
treatment. Tebuthiuron applications may be inappropriate 
for undesirable forb control in the Cross Timbers on 
tallgrass prairie, islands, because of a lack of improvement 
in vigor and regrowth potential of little bluestem. 
However, if tebuthiuron or triclopyr treated tallgrass 
prairie islands are burned the year following herbicide 
application, the regrowth and competitive ability of little 
bluestem would not be adversely affected. 
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CHAPTER II 
INTRODUCTION 
The Cross Timbers of Oklahoma and adjacent states 
covers three to four million ha of low quality savannahs and 
woody rangeland. In Oklahoma alone, the Cross Timbers make 
up about one million ha of potentially productive rangeland 
currently infested with oak (Quercus spp.) and juniper 
<Juniperus spp. ). According to the Soil Conservation 
Service (1982), 66% of Oklahoma Cross Timbers rangelands are 
in fair or poor condition, with stocking rates as much as 
three times lower than good condition prairies in the same 
precipitation zone. 
Land managers have for years controlled the 
undesireable vegetation on these lands with herbicides with 
the objective of increasing forage production and grazable 
land area. Some herbicides have been very useful in 
managing brush in the Cross Timbers and similar vegetation 
types <Scifres and Mutz 1978, Stritzke 1980, Boyd et al. 
1983, Duncan and Scifres 1983, Jacoby et al. 1983). By 
reducing competition from brush, herbicide use has resulted 
in increased forage production <Baur and Bovey 1975, 
Stritzke et al. 1975, Scifres et al. 1977, Steinart and 
Stritzke 1977, Meyer et al. 1978, Scifres and Mutz 1978, 
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Foster and Jacoby, Jr. 1979, Meyer and Bovey 1980, Scifres 
et al. 1981, Boyd et al. 1983, Duncan and Scifres 1983, 
Jacoby and Meadors 1983, Scifres et al. 1983, Jones and 
Pettit 1984). However, numerous studies have indicated 
detrimental effects, i.e., lower forage production, of 
several commonly used herbicides to forage grasses <Baur et 
al. 1977, Young and Evans 1978, Bovey and Meyer 1981, 
Britton and Sneva 1981, Britton and Sneva 1983, Crowder et 
al. 1983, Hamilton and Scifres 1983, Jacoby et al. 1983, 
Huffman and Jacoby, Jr. 1984, Clary et al. 1985). 
Little bluestem <Schizachyrium scoparium <Michx.) 
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Nash) is a dominant grass and often a key management species 
on droughty, tallgrass prairie sites that occur as islands 
within the Cross Timbers. Herbicides are usually broadcast 
applied to prairie and wooded sites alike in the vegetation 
mosaic because of the relatively smaller size of the 
tallgrass prairie islands and for additional weed control in 
the prairies. At application rates necessary for brush 
control on wooded sites, the herbicide application cost 
might better be eliminated on prairie sites if either the 
herbicide or a follow up burning treatment are not 
beneficial or are detrimental to the forage grasses. 
This study was conducted to measure the effects of 
herbicide treatments, tebuthiuron and triclopyr, the year of 
application, and the effects of herbicide treatments alone 
and with a spring burn the following year on little bluestem 
vigor and regrowth potential in tallgrass prairie sites 
within the Cross Timbers. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
The study was conducted on the Cross Timbers 
Experimental Range <CTER) which is located 11 kilometers 
southwest of Stillwater in Payne County, Oklahoma. This 
area is dominated by the post oak (Quercus stellata 
<Wang.)) and blackjack oak<~ marilandica <Muenchh. )) 
community type typical of the Cross Timbers <Bruner 1931, 
Rice and Penfound 1959, Penfound 1963, Dwyer and Santelmann 
1964, Powell and Lowry 1980). Ewing et al. <1984) described 
the vegetation of the CTER in detail. Numerous tallgrass 
prairie islands, dominated by little bluestem, occur on 
shallow, fine textured soils within the study area. Annual 
precipitation averages 83 em and occurs as a bi-model 
mid-spring and late fall pattern. Temperature highs are 
reached in late summer and average 39°C while lows are 
reached in mid-winter and average -16°C. 
Data for this study were collected within the pasture 
units in proximity of permanant transects located in 
tallgrass prairie islands. The tallgrass prairie study 
areas are on shallow prairie range sites of the 
Grainola-Lucien soil complex <fine, mixed, thermic vertic 
Haplustalfs and loamy, mixed, thermic, shallow typic 
5 
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Haplustolls). The CTER is composed of 20 fenced pastures 
each approximately 32.3 ha in size, which serve as the 
experimental treatment units. The experimental design was a 
randomized complete block with four replications. In 1983, 
the treatments consisted of: C1) aerial application of 2.2 
kg/ha of tebuthiuron <N-C5-C1 ,1-dimethylethyl)-
-1 ,3,4-thiadiazol- 2-ylJ-N,N.-dimethylurea) applied on 18 
March 1983 CTEB), (2) aerial application of 2.2 kg/ha of 
triclopyr {[3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridyloxyJ acetic acid) 
applied on 21 June 1983 CTRI) and, (3) an untreated control 
CCNTL). In 1984, the treatments were: <1) TEB applied in 
1983, C2) tebuthiuron applied in 1983 and then burned on 12 
April 1984 <TEB+BURN), (3) TRI applied in 1983, (4) 
triclopyr applied in 1983 and then burned on 12 April 1984 
CTRI+BURN) and, C5) an untreated control CCNTL). Weather 
conditions during the 12 April 1984 burn were: relative 
humidity of 25 to 30%, temperature of 16 to 21°C, and wind 
speeds of 15 with gusts to 25 kph. 
Plant vigor and regrowth potential in this study was 
estimated by the amount of total nonstructural carbohydrate 
CTNC) concentrations in storage organs and by determining 
the amount of etiolated regrowth of clipped little bluestem 
plants under etiolation baskets <McKendrick and Sharp 1970, 
Ogden and Loomis 1972, Christiansen et ~1. 1981 ). Plant 
cores for determining TNC concentrations in storage organs 
<Mcilroy 1967, White 1973, Perry et al. 1974) of little 
bluestem were collected biweekly from May through August and 
monthly from September through November in 1983. In 1984, 
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TNC samples were collected biweekly from May through 
September and monthly in April, October and November. Plant 
cores C2.5 em in diameter), consisting of the basal stems to 
a 2.5 em height, crowns, and roots to a 15 em depth, were 
collected from five randomly located plants which were in 
the characteristic phenological stage for the collection 
date and treatment. The five cores were composited and 
placed on ice in the field and then frozen for until 
processing. Processing consisted of cleaning with cold 
water, oven-drying at 65°C for at least 48 hours, and 
grinding in a Wiley mill to pass a 20 mesh screen. TNC 
concentration was determined by the modified anthrone method 
outlined by Shroyer et al. (1979) to use standard values of 
O, 50, 100, 150 anq 200 ~g glucose/ml water for comparison 
with the unknown sample values. Plants of approximately 78 
cm2 basal diameter were selected for etiolation 
measurements. Analysis of variance revealed no significant 
difference in basal diameter of plants between treatments. 
Etiolation baskets, constructed of 31 em diameter 
half-sphere wire frames covered with 100~ shade nursery 
cloth, were staked to the ground over little bluestem plants 
that were clipped to a stubble height of 2.5 em and allowed 
to regrow until the next collection date. Etiolated 
regrowth was clipped to the or1ginal 2.5 em stubble height 
and the oven dry weight reported for the original clipping 
date. After clipping the etiolated regrowth, a core was 
taken from the etiolated plant to measure residual TNC 
concentrations. The plant core was processed and analyzed 
as described above and TNC concentrations reported for the 
original clipping date. 
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Phenological measurements were collected throughout 
1983 and 1984. Phenology was based on a numerical scale for 
dormancy (0), vegetative (1 .00-1 .99), reproductive 
(2.00-2.99) and plant maturity <3.00-3.66) stages <Table 1 ). 
Data were analyzed with analysis of variance for a 
completely randomized block design. In the presence of a 
significant F value, least significant differences <LSD) 
were used to separate treatment means by individual 
collection dates in 1983 and 1984. Unless otherwise stated, 
all differences in treatment means were significant at the 
0.10 level of probability. 
Table 1 . Numerical 
scale used for de-
scribing little 
bluestem phenolog-
ical development 
on a shallow prai-
rie range site at 
the Cross Timbers 
Experimental Range 
in Payne County, 
Oklahoma. 
Phenological Numerical 
~tag2s ;cale 
Dorffiant: 0= no new spr1n9 growtr. 
1
-'cyatati va: 1.1)0= 1-: I c:IVes 
1. :::;- 4-6 I eaves 
1.!::0= ;-a leaves 
! . 75= 18 leaves 
Reprodudi te: ~.00= boot 
:.25= 1nfloresence 
2.50= anthes1~ (~oll2nl 
2.75= anthe;is ic~mpletal 
~.00= -:s~~:~ cf lea1c:s rell:n., 
3.::= :5ot of le~~es !ello~ 
3.66= tcp qr~wth all dead 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Throughout 1983, TNC concentrations in storage organs 
of little bluestem on the CNTL followed the TNC storage 
curve typical for perennial warm season grasses <Fig. 1 ). As 
has been previously described for grasses, TNC 
concentrations decline rapidly with spring greenup, increase 
before and after flowering but decline again during 
flowering and gradually throughout the winter <Aldous 1930, 
Weinmann 1952, Kinsinger and Hopkins 1961, Davidson and 
Milthorpe 1966b, Owensby et al. 1970, Smith and Leinweber 
1971, McKendrick et al. 1975, Smith 1975, Dewald and Sims 
1981, Menke and Trlica 1981 ). TNC concentrations of plants 
in the CNTL were significantly greater than those in the TRI 
treatment in late July. Untreated plants may have diverted 
carbohydrates to storage rather than to growth. TNC 
concentrations. have been reported to increase during water 
stress or drought situations <Brown and Blaser 1965, Blaser 
et al. 1966, Baker and Jung 1968, Brown and Blaser 1970, 
Pettit and Fagan 1974, Bokhari 1978, Chung and Trlica 
1980). Conditions which inh~bit growth more than 
photosynthesis will result in a carbohydrate storage 
increase <Blaser et al. 1966). No precipitation was recorded 
1 0 
Fig. 1. Total nonstructural 
carbohydrate concentrations 
in little bluestem storage 
organs <TNC), and in little 
bluestem storage organs af-
ter an etiolation period 
<Etiolated TNC), and dry 
weight of etiolated 
regrowth of little bluestem 
<Etiolated Regrowth) in 
1983 on three treatments on 
a shallow prairie range 
site at the Cross Timbers 
Experimental Range in Payne 
County, Oklahoma. Means 
with the same letter on the 
same date for the same 
response variable are not 
significantly different at 
the .10 level of probability. 
Last and first 0°C dates 
are marked by astericks (*). 
Phenological stages are sep-
arated in each treatment by 
plus signs(+). 
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in July of 1983 <Table 2), creating an environmental 
condition where there would by plant competition for soil 
moisture. However, by the first sampling date in August, 
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TNC concentrations of plants in the TRI treatment were 
significantly greater than either the CNTL or TEB treatment 
plants. This was an indication that the rapid growth phase 
of plants in the TRI treatment was ending and storage levels 
were being increased rather than depleted, aa in the TEB and 
CNTL treatment plants which were going into the carbohydrate 
demand period of reproduction. 
Etiolated regrowth of plants in the CNTL peaked in the 
spring and early summer with significantly lower amounts of 
regrowth than from plants in either TEB or TRI treatments in 
late summer and fall <Fig. 1 ). In contrast, plants in the 
TRI and TEB treatments produced maximum regrowth in late 
summer and early fall. Etiolated regrowth was significantly 
greater by plants in the TRI than regrowth from the TEB 
treatment on two dates within this late growing season 
period, and was almost three times greater than the regrowth 
from the CNTL treatment on the late August sampling date. 
The large amount of etiolated regrowth in TRI treatment 
plants was generally reflected in lower TNC concentrations 
after etiolation. In contrast, TNC concentrations after 
etiolation were high for treatments and on dates following 
low levels of etiolated regrowth. TNC concentrations after 
etiolation were significantly greater in the CNTL plants 
than in the TEB plants on two dates in early and late summer 
Table 2. Monthly 
precipitation Ccm) 
in Stillwater, Ok-
lahoma for 1983, 
1984 and Normal 
< 1 893 to 1 980 ) 
(Meyers 1 982 ) . 
Precipitation lcml 
~onth 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
~ay 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sep 
Qct 
Dec 
Tot ~l 
198~ 
00 &.J'J 
~ '" f,O.J 
i "T"T 
18.87 
9.27 
0.00 
2.24 
c: ''H ~· .... 1 
!C1.~3 
1. (;2 
81.81 
1984 
"' ,,JJ. 
' it:! lai..J 
13.51 
1. bt) 
~.59 
3.02 
t"\ .,., 
l....,c..:L 
5.:1 
!0.08 
Normal 
.,. ..,~ 
............ 
1"1 C"7 0 .. .1.' 
12.27 
10.:1 
i ~., 
lrl-&. 
~ JC" 
! ,Q.J 
Q g; 
tt"T;J 
., ,, 
I I 1 J. 
~ ~C" 
,_., .• ..; 
14 
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and significantly greater than plants in the TRI treatment 
in September. It appears that regrowth took place at the 
expense of stored carbohydrates. Numerous studies have 
shown that regrowth rates are proportional to concentrations 
of TNC reserves <McCarty 1935, Sullivan and Sprague 1943, 
Jameson and Huss 1959, Brown and Blaser 1965, Adegbola 1966, 
Davidson and Milthorpe 1966a, Mcilroy 1967, Baker and Jung 
1968, Donart and Cook 1970, Booysen and Nelson 1975, Bokhari 
1977) although rates of regrowth will also depend on other 
factors such as levels of nutrient uptake and leaf area 
present <Blaser et al. 1966, White 1973). Other studies 
(Brown and Blaser 1965, Menke and Trlica 1981) have shown 
that with conditions which promote greater amounts of 
growth, TNC concentrations were reduced or remained low 
throughout the growing season. Owensby et al. (1970) 
working on water stress studies in Kansas, found that 
moisture alone would not increase herbage production if soil 
nutrients were limiting. It appears that the little 
bluestem plants in the CNTL and TEB treatment have the same 
potential to grow as plants in the TRI treatment based on 
TNC concentrations throughout the growing season. However, 
under stress conditions of drought or declining nutrient 
availability plants in the CNTL and TEB treatments were less 
able to utilize stored carbohydrates, as evidenced by 
significantly 'less etiolated regrowth by the CNTL plants in 
July and by both CNTL and TEB treatments throughout late 
summer. Moreover, there were no significant differences 
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between any treatments in phenological development during 
the 1983 season <Table 3), indicating that differences in 
TNC concentrations and regrowth at any date were not 
associated with delayed or more advanced phenology of plants 
from a particular treatment. 
In 1984, TNC concentrations in storage organs of plants 
from all treatments were very similar to TNC concentrations 
of plants from the CNTL CFig. 2). Significant differences 
were detected only on the first collection date before 
spring growth had begun. For the remainder of the year 
there t·lere no differences in TNC concentrations amoung any 
of the five treatments. 
Peak etiolated regrowth was in June in all treatments 
in 1984, quite different from 1983 when peak etiolated 
regrowth occurred later for the herbicide treatments. The 
only differences in etiolated regrowth occurred in July when 
plants in the TEB treatment produced significantly more 
regrowth than all other treatments. However, the magnitude 
of this difference was small compared to regrowth amounts 
earlier in the year and the differences detected between 
treatments in 1983. 
The TNC concentrations in storage organs after 
etiolation were significantly different in July and again in 
October. Etiolated TNC concentrations were lowest in June 
and highest in October on the TRI treatment. These 
differences can not be explained on the basis of etiolation 
regrowth since regrowth was similar. As compared to 
Table 3. Phenological development of little blue-
stem in 1983 on a shallow prairie range site at 
the Cross Timbers Experimental Range in Payne 
County, Oklahoma. 
fnn7 
.170~ 
;lpr May tHlfiE July liug S2pt "-~ ~ .. -
--------
------------
To·t 1 ,,. !0 .,, 7 20 5 20 ~ '" ~, 21 .,, .<.l ... i..l h -~ 
., 
o"'" 0 1.25 1.25 1.44 1.69 1.75 1.81 !.94 2.:1 :.56 ~.29 
fn 1.50 1.50 1.69 1.81 2.06 2.69 2.8! 
Cntl 0 0 1.:5 1.25 1.44 1. 50 1. 50 !.56 1.56 1.63 
' 
' Tr=atrnent: Teb= tebuthuiron, T=b+bur~= tebuthiuron + ~pring burn. 
Tr1= tr1clopyr, TriTb~r~= triclopyr +spring burn. Ci.tl= contr~l. 
~ Refer to table 1 for scale ~f phEno!Ggical d2velopment. 
- Tri~la~ir ~as 3p~lied o~ :1 JJne !0 8:. 
~k:; 
.,, 
-· 
~.41 
..,. 1' .... 
.,.1 • .; ... 
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Fig. 2. T~tal nonstructural 
carbohydrate concentrations 
in little bluestem storage 
organs <TNC), and in little 
bluestem storage organs af-
ter an etiolation period 
<Etiolated TNC), and dry 
weight of etiolated 
regrowth of little bluestem 
<Etiolated Regrowth) in 
1984 on five treatments on 
a shallow prairie range 
site at the Cross Timbers 
Experimental Range in Payne 
County, Oklahoma. Means 
with the same letter on the 
same date for the same 
response variable are not 
significantly different at 
the .10 level of probability. 
Last and first 0°C dates 
are marked by astericks <*>. 
Phenological stages are sep-
arated by plus signs (+). 
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3 0.3 
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+ + + 18 
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12 
-
-:!!. 0 9 
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...J 12 3: 
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1- 6 c w 0 0.6 a: 
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0 0 
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1- 12 0 
1- 9 
6 0.6 
3 0.3 
0 ~ 0 
21 + -1- + 
18 CONTROL 
15 
12 
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6 v 0.6 
3 0.3 
0 f~=-o---D 0 
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1984 
oTNC 
• Etiolated TNC 
a Etiolated Regrowth 
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etiolated regrowth, our data for TNC concentrations after 
etiolation were far less variable and therefore significant 
differences were more easily detected. But, amoung 
treatments differences in etiolated regrowth and the 
differences between treatments in TNC concentrations after 
etiolation appear to be of minor magnitude in 1984. 
Futhermore, there were no apparent consistant differences in 
the vigor measurements of TNC concentrations and etiolated 
regrowth between any treatments. 
Burning resulted in brief differences in phenological 
development in 1984. Little bluestem plants in the CNTL and 
TRI treatments remained vegetative for no more than two 
weeks longer than plants in the other treatments <Table 4). 
Plants in the TEB+BURN and TRI+BURN tre~tment became 
reproductive (boot stage) several weeks earlier than either 
the CNTL or the TRI without a burn, a response to fire 
reported in earlier studies <Ehrenreich 1959, Owensby and 
Anderson 1967, Old 1969, Owensby et al. 1970, Adams and 
Anderson 1978). However, the reproductive stage was reached 
in all treatments by the mid-summer sampling date and all 
other significant differences in phenology occurred late in 
the growing season, in particular with entry into maturity. 
When compared to plants on the TEB and TRI treatments, 
plants in the CNTL, TEB+BURN, and TRI+BURN treatments 
advanced through reproductive stages more slowly and 
therefore reached maturity later. In contrast to the 
previously mentioned studies, burning did not hasten 
Table 4. Phenological development of little blue-
stem in 1984 on a shallow prairie range site at 
the Cross Timbers Experimental Range in Payne 
County, Oklahoma. 
May Jun2 
4 14 :o 13 
1111'1 
... "'. r 
1984 
Sept Nov 
28 10 21 7 
-------~------------------------------------;--------------------------------------------
!.t)O 1. 25 
1) 0 
• "'!I:' f '1c; i ,r::; 
!,.,..; .!.•"-""' l•4w :.ooa 
1.62b 
2.t)0 :. ·)0 2. 06 
1.87 2. 00 :. 06 
~ • ·h 
... , ... Odw 
:.~3a 
t 1.00 1.:s 1.25 1.25 1.25 :.ooa 2.00 2.00 2.06 2.12b 2.:7 :.~Sb 
3.38a 
'!.49ab 
""'' "!""'~. 
.... ... h.JLJ 
C.;t! i! 0 i.00 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 !.2!5c 1.87 2.t)0 2.00 :.0(1b 2.;)!) :.1tab :.49ab 
~5D r.10l .24 . 20 
1 Treatment: Teb= tebuthiurcn. Tet+burr.= tebuthi~ron T ;pring burn, 
~ Tri= tr;clopfr, Tri+twrn= tr1:lopyr + spr1ng burn. Cntl= control. 
: Refer to tatle 1 for scale of pr.enulogic~l de>elcpment. 
· ~ean5 in a column f:llowed by the ;ame ietter are not sign1ficant!v 
, different ~t ~he .1~ le~el of orobabi!itv. 
~ ' B~ ~~. :rt:e.tments ~ere :1p~l1 ed ~r :2 Hpri l : 95~. 
.17 ,., .l' 
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maturity after reproduction in the burn treatments. In 
general, these differences in phenology did not appear to 
result in significant differences in either etiolated 
regrowth or carbohydrate storage patterns. 
22 
CHAPTER V 
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
Different brush management techniques may result in 
varying plant vigor responses of grasses on tallgrass 
prairie sites within the Cross Timbers. For example, in 
this study the application of 2.2 kg/ha triclopyr resulted 
in enhanced etiolated regrowth of little bluestem growing in 
prairie openings. However, this increase in regrowth 
potential did not appear to carry-over into the second year 
of growth. Treatment with 2.2 kg/ha of tebuthiuron did not 
appear to result in as great an increase in etiolated 
regrowth of little bluestem as compared to the control 
either the year of application or the year after 
application. While the application of triclopyr to 
tallgrass prairie sites may be expected to result in an 
increase in little bluestem production and improve species 
composition, i.e., increase the little bluestem component, 
this would not appear to be the case for tebuthiuron. This 
would indicate an advantage of triclopyr over tebuthiuron in 
the Cross Timbers with significant proportions of tallgrass 
prairie sites, especially if a release from undesirable forb 
competition for grass production is a management objective. 
Burning the year after application of either tebuthiuron or 
23 
triclopyr had neither a harmful or beneficial effect on 
little bluestem in the tallgrass prairie islands within the 
Cross Timbers. 
24 
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Table 5. Total nonstructural carbohydrate 
concentrations in little bluestem storage 
organs in 1983 on a shallow prairie range 
site at the Cross Timbers Experimental 
Range in Payne County, Oklahoma. 
May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 
Treatment 
Tebuthiuron 
Triclopyr 
Control 
LSD (.10! 
10 25 7 20 5 20 ., L 15 31 21 
Total nonstructural carbohydrates !Il 
1.6 4. 9 2.6 5.4 5.4 8.4 11.2ab1 11.4b 6.5 6.4 
., 
f" t * t 6.3 5.7 7.6b 17.5a 9.9 10.6 
2.9 5.5 5.2 5.2 7.2 7.3 12.8a 11.9b 8.3 10.6 
3.5 3.5 
24 
10.3 
11.6 
11.8 
1 Means in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly 
., different at the .10 level of probabillty. 
~ Triclopvr ija5 applied on Zl June 1Q83. 
., . 
Li 
8.5 
11.1 
8.7 
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Table 6. Total nonstructural carbohy-
drate concentrations in little blue-
stem storage organs after etiolated 
regrowth in 1983 on a shallow prairie 
range site at the Cross Timbers Exper-
imental Range in Payne County, 
Oklahoma. 
May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 
10 25 7 20 5 20 2 15 31 21 24 21 
Treatment Total nonstructural carbohydrates (i.J 
---------------------------------------------------------------------1 .., Tebuthiuron 3.0 2.4 ? .., 1.0b" 4.7 3.7 3.6b 4.1 b.~a ? I 5.5 - ~· .. ~·o 
Triclopyr t3 t t t 2.4 4.2 5.1b 4.4 1. 9b 4.6 8.8 
Control 3.3 1.4 - 2.8 4.9a 4.6 4.6 9.6a 6.3 8.3a 4.9 0 " ,.,J 
LSD (.10) 2.0 3.8 2.1 
! Missing data on 7 June 1983. 
~ Means in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly 
~ different at the .10 level of probability. 
~ Triclopyr was applied on 21 June 1983. 
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:3ble 7. Dry weight (g/plant) of etiola-
ted regrowth of little bluestem in 1983 
on a shallow prairie range site at the 
Cross Timbers Experimental Range in 
Payne County, Oklahoma. 
Hay June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 
25 7 20 5 20 2 15 31 21 24 21 
Treatment Dry weight (g/plantl 
-----------------------------------~----------------------------------
Tebuthiuron .11 .OS .17 .09 .07b .19 .22a .24b .29ab .34 .OOb 
., 
Triclopyr • .I. 
* • 
.32a .23 .27a .S4a .45a .41 .OOa 
Control .18 .13 .17 • 36 .15b .13 .01b .03b .08b .13 .OOab 
LSD (.10l .13 .17 .47 .18 .00 
1-------~-------------------------------------------------------------
Means 1n a column followed by the same letter are not significantly 
., different at the .10 level of orobabilitv. 
' Triclcpyr was app!1ed on :! June 1~83. . 
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Table 8. Maximum leaf length Ccm) of etiol~­
ted regrowth of little bluestem in 1983 on 
a shallow prairie range site at the Cross 
Timbers Experimental Range in Payne County, 
Oklahoma. 
May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 
25 7 20 5 20 ., 15 ~1 21 24 21 
Treatment Ma~imum leaf length (cml 
Tebuthiuron 16.2 11.0 11.0 12.9 10.5 1" ~ bl •• .Ja 13.1a 17.2a 1b.9a 19.9 .o 
Triclopyr 
., 
... t 
* 
15.8 14.4a 14.5a 18.7a 19.4a 22.9 .0 
Control 11.0 13.1 15.3 18.5 18.0 7.bb .9b b.5b B.9b 15.1 .0 
LSD \.10l ~ ~ ..; . ..:; 4.8 5.5 3.4 
1 Means in a column followed by the sa;e letter are not s1gnificantly 
., different at the .10 level of probabilitv. 
~ Triclopyr Nas applied on 2! June 1983. 
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Table 9. Dry weight (g/plant) of live 
standing crop of little bluestem in 1983 
on a shallow prairie range site at the 
Cross Timbers Experimental Range in 
Payne County, Oklahoma. 
Hay June July Aug Sept Oct 
10 25 7 20 5 20 2 15 31 21 24 
Treatllient Dry weight (giplantJ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
Tebuthiuron .97 1.82 3.93b" 2.94 5.51 5.55 5.04 5.59 2.07 7.83a 5.98 
? 
Triclopyr r 
* 
t 4.75 7.02 4.51 6.30 5.37 l.B2b 7.26 
Control 1.12 ., ... 6.66a 5.03 3.75 2.61 4.82 6.39 5.65 1 "'!.,_ 4.23 ..:.. !..:• o • .J~d 
LSD i,!Ol 2.30 1. 75 
1 Means in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly 
., different at the .10 level of probability. 
~ Triclopyr ~as appli~d on 21 June 1983. 
Table 10. Maximum live leaf length Ccm) 
of little bluestem in 1983 on a shallow 
prairie range site at the Cross Timbers 
Experimental Range in Payne County, 
Oklahoma. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hay June July Aug Sept Oct 
10 25 7 20 5 20 2 15 21 24 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Treatment Maximum leaf length !cmJ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tebuthiuron 22.1 33.1 39.1 39.9 51.4 51.4 44.0 46.4 41.1 43.1 46.6 
Triclopyr l • 45.1 49.3 43.7 51.1 49.0 51.0 41.5 
CONTROL 25.9 31.4 41.8 45.1 41.2 42.6 49.9 44.1 44.9 45.2 49.0 
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Table 11. Phenological development of big 
bluestem, little bluestem, switchgrass and 
indiangrass in 1983 on a shallow prairie 
range site at the Cross Timbers Experimen-
tal Range in Payne Cou'nty, Oklahoma. 
1 
T + • 
.r. 
Teb 
Tri 
Cntl 
Teb 
iri 
:r.tl 
Teb 
lfl 
Cr!tl 
Teb 
Tri 
Cntl 
;;~ril ~ay June 
"1 10 "" .., 20 
-· """' 
I 
0 1.25 1.:5 1. 44 
L1ttle blueste,ii 
1. ~:~o 1. 00 1.19 1.~5 1 ?" 
-. 4.\J 
., 
·-• 
1. 00 1. co 1. !3 !.25 1.25 
Srn tchgr ass 
.~0 ..,., o~J Q.• . ,.., .94 .94 
., 
t• 
1. 00 1. 00 1.25 1. :s 1 "" .L • ..:.J 
Indiangra;s 
0 I 2~ 1. O(l 1.25 
., 
Jul 'r' 
5 
1. 69 
20 
i "'!C' 
• • J 
Aug 
------------
., 15 ~1 
-
1. 81 
Sept Oct rlov 
21 24 21 
2.56 .,. c:o •'' :.H ... 
1.50 1.50 1.69 1.81 2.06 ~.69 ~.75 :.49 
(a£bE§f!D:CiY~ §~QQ§[!!!!!!i 
1 "" I • ..:..J 
1 ~::,·, 
l • .J'..: 1. ;~ 1.88 
1. 25 1.50 1. 7~ 1. 88 
1 "" ! •• J 
f C'(1 
.,..Jv 1. 50 1 "(I o..Jv 
(E§DE!!~ ::mg§tY!!!l 
1 1"> 1.19 1. 57 1.63 i I J.~l 
1 "" 1 '"' 1 00 ~.1~ .... .:..J .~..o.;. , •UU 
1.~5 I "7£: i I I W 1 n4 I, 7 , 2.06 
(Sorr·astrum i.utans) ---~------ ------1 '"1C' t 7t 
....... ~ 1. -_l,l 1.56 
~.:)(! 
~.00 
1. 75 
1. 69 
2.JB 
., {I' 
•• t•O 
.,. C'"Q 
-·· '-'-
'i • .., 
.:.a 0-..• 2.89 :.4! 
., ·~ ., n1 .,. .......... 
_,ow i.tOJ. • ... • ... • ... 1 
'l 1~ ., IQ ..,. l""oC' 
.:.eJ.•.I ... o . ; ... ..t 
2.07 ., ~-. .. ,.;;...; ., ~e "-•·J 
~.69 ),1)0 ' '' .. •.\jQ 
., ,, 
.., ii ~ I' 
.:.o .. ..:.J. . ... , JC 
2.81 3.50 
.- i 1. 25 1. :s 1 ~1 .;. • ... '1 1.56 1.75 ~.38 2.81 3.50 
.50 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.~5 1.:5 !.:5 1 ~, .... ..., ... 
JCR~ANT: ~EGETATI~E: REPRD~UCTI~E: ~AT~RITY: 
0 !.ro= 1-~ l9aves ~.00= bQot 3.00= :5o~ ~f leaves yellow 
! 
1.25= 4-6 le~~es 2.25= inflore;cence 3.:~= '50% of leaves vellow 
!.~0= 7-5 iea1es ~.50= anthe;is'pcl!2nl 3.66= top growth all dead 
1.75= ~8 lea~es 2. 7 5= anth2sis complet2 
~ Tr~atrne~ts: T~b= t9b~~hiuron, Tr1= tricloovr, Cntl= :ontrol . 
... Tr:~lJovr was apol1ed u~ :1 Jun~ !9S3. 
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Table 12. Total nonstructural carbohydrate concentra-
tions in little bluestem storage organs in 1984 on a 
shallow prairie range site at the Cross Timbers Ex-
perimental Range in Payne County, Oklahoma. 
Mar Apr May June July Aug Sapt Oct Nov 
a 4 18 4 14 30 13 28 10 20 15 
Treatment Total nonstructural carbohydrates i~) 
-~----------------,--------------------------------------------------------------------------
iebuthiuron 11.sa· "1 "1 ,,, 6.7 b.: 8.0 6.9 9.4 12.2 14.8 9.::; 15.1 13.2 13.2 8.4 13.3 
Tebuthiuron 'I 
+ burn 
... 
* 7.4 5.1 7.8 7.8 9,6 9.0 12.7 12.4 18.8 16.~ !0.3 10.2 13.6 
Triclopyr 5.7c 9.4 4.0 9.3 10.0 12.4 7.5 7.0 17.0 14.0 15.8 16.4 18.7 11.3 10.9 
Triclopyr 
• ' 
i.9 5.3 10.3 13.0 8.4 10.3 11.8 15.3 14.7 ....... !J.3 ?.1 10.4 
+ burn ~..:.-• 
Control 9.0b 8.: 5.4 3.2 8.8 5.2 9.i) 8.7 12.8 15.8 17.9 21.5 Q,q 6.8 8.0 
LSD (.10) 4.2 
,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• Means in a ~olumn followed by the same letter are not ;1gnificantly 
., different at the .10 level of probability. 
~Burn treatmEnt; ~ere applied un 1: kprll 198~ 
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Table 13. Total nonstructural carbohydrate 
concentrations in l-ittle bluestem storage 
organs after etiolated regrowth in 1984 on 
a shallow prairie range site at the Cross 
Timbers Experimental Range in Payne County. 
Oklahoma. 
May June July Aug Sept Oct 
4 18 4 14 30 13 28 10 21 7 22 20 
ireahent Total nonstructural carbohydrates ill 
1 Tebuthiuron 4.5 3.9 6.3 3.4 5.3ab 2.8 7.9 6.8 10.7 9.7 11.~ 4.6c 
Tebuthiuron 8.1 6.0 7.3 7.1 3.6b 
+ burn 6.2 11.0 11.7 13.1 8.2 12.7 6.9bc 
Triclopyr 4.9 5.4 5.0 5.9 3.8b 4.6 9.0 11.2 8.5 6.4 6.9 11.0a 
Triclopyr 
+ burr. 
Control 
LSD 1.10) 
4.8 6.0 5.6 4.3 6.9a 5.5 11.2 14.5 10.8 11.2 9.2 8.0ab 
5.1 5.1 4.0 3.5 5.1ab 6.6 11.3 10.1 16.9 12.0 11.2 7.8abc 
2.1 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
1 Means in a column followed by the sa•e letter are not significantly 
different at the .!0 level ~f probabilitY. 
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Table 14. Dry weight Cg/plant) of 
etiolated regrowth of little 
bluestem in 1984 on a shallow 
prairie range site at the Cross 
Timbers Experimental Range in 
Payne County, Oklahoma. 
June July Aug Sept Oct llov 
---------
-------- ----- --- ---
4 14 )0 13 28 10 21 7 22 20 15 
--------------------------------------------------
Treatment Dry weight (g/plantl 
---------------------------------------------------------------. 
Tebuthiuron .15 .31 .47 .21 .09 .11a l .07 .01 .02 .00 .00 
Tebuthiuron 
.15 .19 .55 .13 .11 .OOb .10 .00 .02 .00 .00 
+ burn 
Triclopyr .37 .26 .34 .29 .11 .OOb .00 .00 .04 .00 .00 
Triclopyr 
.26 .16 .20 .12 .OS . 01b .05 .00 .02 .01 .00 
+ burn 
Control ·~ .25 .'27 .10 .05 .OOb .05 .00 .00 .00 .00 • 1/
LED (.10) .01 
1 Means in a column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different at the .10 level oi probability. 
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Table 15. Maximum leaf length (em) of 
etiolated regrowth of little bluestem 
in 1984 on a shallow prairie range 
site at the Cross Timbers Experimental 
Range in Payne County, Oklahoma. 
June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 
4 14 30 13 28 10 21 ; 22 20 15 
Treatment Maximum leaf length (em) 
Tebuthiuron 24.8 11.1c1 17.5 13.1 10.5 5.1 11.4 5.6 6.0 1.1 .0 
Tebuthiuron 18.2 13.6bc 17.8 10.6 5.7 1.9 4.1 2.4 3.2 .0 . 0 
+ burn 
Triclopyr 20.5 20.3ab 11.5 14.6 8.9 1.3 4.1 .0 7.6 .0 .0 
Triclopyr 
+ burn 
Control 
14.8 15.1abc 15.5 9.5 4.3 4.8 3.8 .0 3.4 1.6 .0 
15.3 20.9a 17.3 11.0 3.0 2.5 5.7 1.9 2.4 .0 .0 
LSD (.lOl 7.0 
1 ~eans in a column followed b~ the same letter are not sign1ficantlv 
different at the .10 level of probabll!ty. 
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Table 16. Dry weight (g/plant) of live standing 
crop of little bluestem in 1984 on a shallow 
prairie range site at the Cross Timbers Experi-
mental Range in Payne County, Oklahoma. 
June July 
4 14 30 13 
Treatment 
Tetuthiuron 3.81 6.40 13.23 13.68a 1 
iebuthiuron 2.68 3.50 7.02 8.71a 
+ burn 
Triclopyr 2.U 4.48 6.36 11. 47a 
Triclopyr 3.05 4.63 7.48 11. B2a 
+ burn 
Control 2.46 4.42 5.03 5.06b 
!..SD i .!Ol 5.36 
1 
28 10 
f\ug 
"'f ~· 
Sept 
7 Z2 
Dry weight !g/plantl 
22.85 12.63 13.36a 5.88 10.45a 
13.19 7.69 6.16b 6.81 3.80c 
8.28 8.57 B.88ab 11.16 9.07ab 
6.19 6.21 9.08ab 8.46 7.94abc 
6.30 C' 07 .J. JJ 3.69b 4.15 4.16c 
5.72 4.03 
- Means in a column followed by the ~ame letter are not ~ignif1cantl1 
different it the .10 level of pr~babiiity. 
Oct 
20 
I .4C' .., .,,,L:-
o.'t.J -·~-~u~ 
4.78 4.49b 
4.95 :.a6b 
6.48 1').18a 
f Q7 
..,, rl 1.5·Jc 
1. 34 
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Table 17. ·Maximum live leaf length (em) of 
little bluestem in 1984 on a shallow prai-
rie range site at the Cross Timbers Exper-
imental Range in Payne County, Oklahoma. 
June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 
4 14 30 13 28 10 21 7 :o 15 
Treatment Maximum leaf length lcill 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
iebuthiuron 33.9a 1 42.6 41.8 47.0a 47.3 48.ba 49.0a 41.0 ~, 1 ), .. 
Tebuthiuron 22.9b 30.6 36.8 36.9b 39.0 35.2b 3~.3b 32.8 28.8 
+ burn 
Tri clopyr 36.7a 38.7 43.4 46.3a 44.1 42.3a 43.3ab 37.8 43.2 
Triclopyr 29.8ab 32.1 34.7 36.5b 33.3 32.3b 32.8b 36.3 28.3 
+ burn 
Control 34.7a 39.6 44.3 39.5ab 41.1 34.7b 42.7ab 37.0 36.5 
LSD (.10) 8.3 8.4 b.: 9.9 
1 Means 1n a column followed bv the same letter are not s1gnificantly 
d1fferent at the .10 level !lf probability. 
31.4 "1M ':' >.1,u 
30.8 16. ~ 
3:.5 "~ ' :...,;.-+ 
.,. ' .,~ i 
.<.Dol "---'• 
28.1 ,1 -.......... 
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Table 18. Dry weight (g/plant) of non-
etiolated regrowth of little bluestem 
in 1984 on a shallow prairie range 
site at the Cross Timbers Experimental 
Range in Payne County, Oklahoma. 
June July Aug Sept Oct Nov 
4 14 30 13 28 10 21 7 22 20 15 
Treatment Dry weight (g/plantl 
Tebuthiuron .71 1.00ab 1 .66 .34 .08 .23 .17 .01a .04 • 01ab .00 
Tebuthiuron 
.98 .73abc .37 .60 .03 .00 .04 • OOb .01 .OOb .00 
+ burn 
Triclopyr .37 .46bc .15 .04 .16 .00 .05 .OOb .03 .OOb .oo 
Triclopyr 
.63 1.17a .43 .06 1.11 • 01 .03 .OOb ,1)1 .01a .00 
+ burn 
Control .70 • 39c .22 1.13 .02 .00 .46 .OOb .02 .OOb .oo 
LSD ( .10) C'J:' ... J.J • 00 .01 
---------------------------------------------------------------------• 
• "eans in a column followed by the sa;e letter are not significantly 
different at the .10 level of probabi li t't. 
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~able 19. Maximum leaf length Ccm) of 
nonetiolated regrowth of little blue-
stem in 1984 on a shallow prairie 
range site at the Cross Timbers 
Experimental Range in Payne County, 
Oklahoma. 
June July Aug Sept Oct N!lv 
4 14 30 13 28 10 21 7 22 20 15 
Treatment Maximum leaf length \g/plant! 
T b th' ~1 J ~L 7 1 ~o • ,e U lUran ~ ,7 ,~,,a £ •• ~a 13.5a 6.9ab 3.8 4.6 2.4 J.7 .3 .o 
Tebuthiuron 26.7 15.1c 15.6ab 9.0ab 3.0bc .4 3.5 .o 3.7 .6 .0 
+ burn 
Triclopyr 17.7 16.7c 11.2b 6.0b 8.3a .6 4.1 .0 5.8 .3 .0 
Triclopyr 
+ burn 
Control 
LSD 1.10) 
17.8 £2.7ab 14.1b 6.5b 3.2bc .4 2.5 .0 4.1 1.0 .0 
21.2 12.6c 12.2b 5.1b 2.3c .0 4.8 1.3 7.0 .6 .0 
5.9 4.9 5. 2 4.1 
1 Means 1n a column followed bv the same letter are not significantlv 
d1fferent it the .10 level of probablllti. 
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Table 20. Phenological development of big bluestem and 
little bluestem in 1984 on a shallow prairie range 
site at the Cross Timbers Experimental Range in Payne 
County, Oklahoma. 
~3r ~pr .. _ n::!y 
--- --- -------1 
T >l 
I fl. n iJ "' .! 4 18 
:eb 1.00 1 "C: ;. .... ~ 
. 50 1.17 
June July ~ug 
------------ ----------
4 
t "'" ... .-"" 
' "" .l.aLJ 
' . l't 
1. 31 
1.25 
"'" 11" 
,, lD 21 ~.1.1 
-J ..;.0 
Big b!ue£tem~iBn~CQ~QyQu ~~c~c~iil 
1.37 !.62ab~ 1.5ab !.8: :.44a 
' ~.., i • ._, ... 1. 75a 1. :sa 2. Ct) 2. 03ab 
Sept 
--------
., 
, 1'1 
.... a..: 
i ,.,. 
I.. a--' 
22 
, C'i'. 
~ • ..IV 
2.12 
Tr1 D 0 .:5 1.~5 1.18 1.25 1.25 1.31c 1.31b 1.75 2.44a 2.6Q ~,~5 
""l'C' 1 1"\C' 
• i J - • .:.J 
. :s 1. 25 
LSD L 1 ~ i 
0 (! 1. 00 1. :5 
:eb + l 
curn 
1.00 1.25 
1.25 
' ~. 
! I .JJ. 1. 62ab 
1.25 1.:7b 
1. 50ab 
1.25b 
• 31 
1.50 1.81b 
.. 
.'t't 
Little bluestem i§£hi;~£hrci~~ §~QQ~Ci~~l 
1.25 1.25 1.25 2.00a 2.00 :.00 2.12 ~.44a 
1.25 1.:5 1.:5 :.oo 2.06 2.06a 
Tri ( 0 1.00 1.:5 1.:5 1.:~ 1.25 1.62b 1.87 
Tri + 1.00 1 ?~ 1.25 1.25 1.~5 2.00a :.00 
turr. 
.20 
:.56 
Maturit'.: 
Oct 
~(\ 
..... _, 
-' 
-'• ~'t 
1"1 
• l' 
No~ 
'"' i .... 
3.55 
..,. IJ 
~·.oo 
~ c:o 
.._,, W!.i 
.., ,, 
..;,OO 
.17 
IJegetati ve: 
!.00= 1-: leaves 
1.25= 4-6 !~aves 
!. 50= 7-S I eaves 
Reproductive: 
2. 01)= ~aot 
~.25= inflwresence 
:.~0= anthesi; l~olleJ' 
~.75= ant~es1sicornp!etel 
~.00= ::o:: ~f leaves fellow 
3.3:= :50! ~f :eave; :ellow 
:.o6= t~p ~·swth all dead 
1. 75= ) 3 1 ea ·,:es 
' 
• Treatment: Teb= tetuth1uron, Te~+burn= tebuthiuron + ;pr1ng burn~ 
~ ~r1= triclopyr, Tr1+burn= triclopyr + ;pring burn, Cntl= control. 
~ "2afis :n a cJl~illn 'cl!owed ~¥the same lett2r are not 51Qnlficantl, 
~ jifferent at the .!0 level Jf probatilitv. 
~ Pu~~ ~re~tme~t; ~ere ;~~!!9d Jn !: Apr1l !9e4. 
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Table 21. Phenological development of switchgrass 
and indiangrass in 1984 on a shallow prairie range 
site at the Cross Timbers Experimental Range in 
Payne County, Oklahoma. 
Mar Apr May 
--- --- -------
• 
Trt' s 5 4 18 
:eb 1.00 1.25 
1.:)0 1.19 
~urn 
r, 0 • 50 1.19 
:. 00 1. 25 
~ntl ~; 0 ~r ,,..; 1.19 
L5TI \, 10) 
Teb 
Teb + 
b~rn 
0 t) 1. 00 1. OOb 
! 1.00 1.19~ 
·) (: !. 00 1. OOb 
June July Aug 
------------
~ 14 ~0 13 :s 10 21 ... 
Sw1tc~gras~ lc§nt£~~ YirY§t~~l 
1 1"\C: 
.L•Lw !. :5 i. 25c 1.83 :2.25 
Sept 
7 "'') 
1. 25 1. 25 1. :I be I'\ "lE:' , ... f •• ..:..J ..... . :.44 ~.44a 2.44 ~.e: 
1.19 ' "" J.a.a...J 
4 ,~ i ,C' !,,_w J.,...,.J 
1.25 
!. 69a 
1.25c 
1.62ab 
.,.., 
......... 
2.19 ~.:5 
2.19 :.:5 , ""''"" ""' '"\C'f, .... ,o..JJ ,.,, ... !.iU 
.1: 
Indiangra~s !gg[Q§§tr~~ ~gt~n~J 
2.b9 3.(i1) 
"' 'n ""' , ..... i.. C7 ._.~ I.JI.i 
1.12 1.06ab 1.12i 1.25 1.37a 1.31 1.62 2.19 :.50 
" 1Q la J.' 1.19a 
!.t)O 1. 00b 1.06a 
1. 25 1. 25b 1.25 1.09 1.75 :.:5 
1.25 1.25b f liC: •. ,1:' ... ,...; .1 ... !.1 
~-J. 
~ ... t. 
~, 
.. '.) 
~JG, 
'" 
""' I ' ~ 
-I ~Cd 
·-·~i..!Q 
7 f I • 
.• C~:t 
. ! 1 
"T '1-
.;_I,QC,d. 
~.58a 
1.00 1.19a 1.19 1.19a l.:ea 1.:5 1.25b 1.:5 1.:5 :.1: 2.50 ~.08 ~.49at 
0 n 1.~0 1.J6ab 
LSn I .10) .12 
Tiori!iant: \'egetati \.·e: 
1. :)0= 1-3 leaves 
1.::= 4-6 leave; 
;,50= ~-8 lEi'r2S 
! . "'5= :·8 1 eav2; 
,., 
.!.:. 
1.:5 1. Z5b 1 .,C' " il:' .!.a..:.J, l,..:.,J 1.81 1. 94 
Repro;juctl·;e 
:. (10= boiJt 
:.:5= inflJre~ence 
:.~0= a~th2s1s {pol!en) 
2.::= anthesis \complete) 
!'Ia tun ty: 
~.00= ·:50% a~ iea~Es 1el!oij 
:.::= \~~~ o; :2aJes !ellcw 
:.66= tG~ gr:~~~ ~il de~d 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------1 
• ;re~t~ent=: Teb= tetuthi~ron, Teb+burn= tebuthiuron + ;pr1r.g burn, 
iri= tri~lop~r, Tri+burn= tric!Gpyr + ;pr:fig burfi, Cfitl= :~ntrol. 
• ~2~~; i~ 3 ~~~~ffin fallGwe~ by the saffie lett2r 3r2 niJt 51~nif1c~ntly 
~ 1iffErant ~t the .1~ !e~e! Gf probabi!it;. 
- Pu;r. tr~at~e~ts wer2 ~~plied ~n 1~ April 19£4. 
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Table 22. Monthly temp-
eratures 0 < C, max-
imum & minimum) in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
for 1983, 1984 and 
Normal ( 1893 to 1980) 
<Meyers 1 982). 
------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------
Temperature (OC) 
-----------------------------------
Maximum Minimum 
------------------
------------------
Month 19a3 19a4 Normal 1983 19a4 Nor1al 
------------------------------------------------
Jan 2~ 'l'l ... 9 -a -24 -4 
Feb 19 25 12 -12 -5 -2 
11ar 2a 27 17 -7 -4 2 
ripr 2a 29 22 -3 -1 9 
11ay 32 32 26 4 3 14 
June 34 36 31 a 16 1a 
July 40 41 ~4 14 16 21 
Aug 41 43 ~4 13 16 21 
Sep 3a 3a 30 2 -1 16 
Oct 31 29 24 'l 9 .. 
tlov 26 26 16 -6 -4 . .., 
Dec 16 .,., 10 -23 -1" -2 .... .. 
------------------------------------------------
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